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Abstract
In 1970, Dirac conjectured that for every integer k¿ 4, there exists a vertex k-critical graph
which contains no critical edge. In this paper, we construct an in4nite family of (; !)-graphs.
A direct consequence of this construction will be that Dirac’s conjecture holds whenever k − 1
is not prime. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction and notation
In 1970, Dirac conjectured that for every integer k¿4, there exists a vertex k-critical
graph which contains no critical edge. A formal statement of this conjecture can be
found in [4]. Up until about the mid-1990s, little progress had been made in resolving
Dirac’s conjecture. Brie@y, in 1992, Brown [2] exhibited a graph which veri4ed Dirac’s
conjecture for the case k =5. The graph given by Brown is actually credited to ChvCatal
et al. [3] in their work concerning Berge’s Strong Perfect Graph Conjecture. Jensen
[5] found examples con4rming the cases k =5; 6; and 8. In the present paper, we will
construct graphs that are generalizations of the graph exhibited by Brown. It is then
con4rmed that Dirac’s conjecture holds for every integer k such that k − 1 is not
prime. Through a personal communication, it is now known that Jensen has veri4ed
that Dirac’s conjecture holds for every integer k¿5. The partial result given here and
Jensen’s result were obtained independently and the constructions are quite diGerent.
The graphs considered in this paper are 4nite, undirected, and simple. For a given
graph G, we denote the vertex set of G by V (G) and the edge set of G by E(G).
Also, we set n= |V (G)|. A subset I ⊆V (G) is said to be independent if no pair of
vertices in I are adjacent. As usual, 
(G) is the chromatic number of G. A graph G is
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said to be vertex k-critical if 
(G)= k and 
(G−v)= k−1 for every vertex v∈V (G).
Finally, an edge e∈E(G) is called a critical edge of G whenever 
(G−e)= 
(G)−1.
Let n be a positive integer. The least residue modulo n of x∈Z is the unique integer
rx; 06rx¡n, which satis4es the congruence relation x≡ rx (mod n). We denote the set
of least residues modulo n by Ln. For a given set A⊆Z, de4ne r(A)= {ra: a∈A}.
Also, for integers i; j, we set Rij = {ri−j; rj−i}.
Finally, if X and Y are any [nonempty] sets, then the set X+Y is de4ned as follows:
X + Y = {x + y: x∈X and y∈Y}:
If Y = {y}, then we shall simply write X + y for X + Y .
2. The constructions
In this section, we construct an in4nite family of (; !)-graphs. Recall that = (G)
is the maximum cardinality among all independent subsets of V (G) and !=!(G)
is the order of a largest clique (complete subgraph) of G. In [5], an (; !)-graph is
de4ned as any graph G satisfying the following two properties:
(i) n= |V (G)|= !+ 1.
(ii) For every vertex v∈V (G), the graph G−v has an !-coloring with !-color classes
of cardinality  and a [vertex] covering of  disjoint !-cliques.
From (i) and (ii), together with the fact that n6(G)
(G), it follows that if G is
an (; !)-graph, then G is vertex (!+ 1)-critical. Moreover, by using linear algebraic
methods, Bland et al. [1] have shown that the !-coloring in (ii) above is unique. We
shall exploit this fact in the proof of Corollary 1 below.
Preliminary Construction. For every integer t¿2, de4ne the sets
Yt = {2r: r=1; 2; : : : ; t − 1};
Zt = {2(t + 1) + s: s=0; 1; : : : ; 2(t − 1)}:
Then set Xt =Yt ∪Zt and de4ne the graph Gt by
Gt =cir1(L8t+1; Xt): (1)
By (1), we mean that Gt is the circulant graph whose vertices are labelled cyclically
by the integers 0; 1; : : : ; 8t, viewed as the least residues modulo 8t+1 and whose edges
are de4ned as follows:
ij∈E(Gt) if and only if Rij ∩Xt 
= ∅:
We remark that the graph given by Brown is the graph G2. In [6], it is shown, using
only graph-theoretic methods, that for each integer t¿2, the graph Gt is a (4; 2t)-graph.
Then it is established that vertex 8t is adjacent to exactly two vertices from each color
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class in the unique 2t-coloring of G−8t. Because Gt is vertex transitive, it follows that
Gt is vertex (2t + 1)-critical and contains no critical edge. Hence, Dirac’s conjecture
is con4rmed for all odd integers of the form k =2t + 1, where t¿2.
Main Construction. For every pair of integers r; s¿2, de4ne the set
Ar; s = {0; 2; : : : ; 2(r − 1)}+ {0; 4r; : : : ; 4r(s− 1)}:
Then de4ne the graph
Gr; s =cir2(L4rs+1; Ar; s): (2)
By (2), we mean that Gr; s is the circulant graph whose vertices are labelled cyclically
by the integers 0; 1; : : : ; 4rs, viewed as the least residues modulo 4rs + 1 and whose
edges are de4ned as follows:
ij∈E(Gr; s) if and only if {i; j}⊂ r(Ar; s + ci; j);
for some ci; j ∈{0; 1; : : : ; 4rs}.
In order to make the proof of the main result less tedious, we give an alternate
formulation of the graph Gr; s described by (2). First, we rewrite the set Ar; s as
Ar; s =
s−1⋃
u=0
{4ru; 4ru+ 2; : : : ; 4ru+ 2(r − 1)}: (3)
Then Ar; s can be viewed as an [ordered] increasing sequence. Moreover, the general
element a∈Ar; s has the form a=4rua + 2va, where 06ua6s − 1 and 06va6r − 1.
Next, de4ne
A−r; s = {b− a: a; b∈Ar; s and a¡b}: (4)
Observe that the general element of A−r; s has the form
b− a=(4rub + 2vb)− (4rua + 2va)= 4r(ub − ua) + 2(vb − va); (5)
where 06ua6ub6s− 1 and 06va; vb6r − 1. We may therefore view the graph Gr; s
de4ned in (2) as the type of circulant described by (1); i.e.,
Gr; s =cir1(L4s+1; A−r; s): (6)
In other words, Gr; s is the circulant graph whose vertices are labelled cyclically by the
integers 0; 1; : : : ; 4rs, viewed as the least residues modulo 4rs+1 and whose edges are
de4ned as follows:
ij ∈ E(Gr; s) if and only if Rij ∩A−r; s 
= ∅:
Remark 1. By (3), it follows that all members of A−r; s are even. Moreover, the mini-
mum and maximum members of A−r; s are 2 and 4rs − 2r − 2, respectively. So, if i is
even with 26i64rs− 2r − 2, then r−i is odd and 2r + 36r−i64rs− 1. Similarly, if
i is odd with 16i64rs− 2r − 3, then r−i is even and 2r + 46r−i64rs.
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Proposition 1. For every r; s¿2, the graph Gr; s is a (4; rs)-graph.
Proof. We prove the proposition via three claims.
Claim 1. The set Br = {1; 2; 2r + 1; 2r + 2} is an independent subset of V (Gr; s).
To prove Claim 1, consider b1; b2 ∈Br with b1¡b2, then
rb2−b1 = b2 − b1 ∈{1; 2r − 1; 2r; 2r + 1}
and
rb1−b2 = 4rs+ 1− (b2 − b1)
∈{4rs− 2r; 4rs− 2r + 1; 4rs− 2r + 2; 4rs}:
By Remark 1 above, we need only be concerned about rb2−b1 = 2r. However, 2r =∈A−r; s.
This follows directly from Eq. (5): If ub − ua=0, then 0¡b − a62(r − 1). Else,
ub − ua¿0 so that
2r + 26b− a64rs− 2r − 2:
Claim 2. The sets Br(u; v)=Br + 4ru+ 2v for 06u6s− 1 and 06v6r − 1 form a
partition of V (Gr; s)\{0} into independent subsets.
By Claim 1, these sets are independent. Thus, we need only show that they partition
V (Gr; s)\{0}. To this end, we consider the sets
Br(u1; v1)=Br + 4ru1 + 2v1
and
Br(u2; v2)=Br + 4ru2 + 2v2:
Suppose now that
b∈Br(u1; v1)∩Br(u2; v2):
Then there are b1; b2 ∈Br such that
b1 + 4ru1 + 2v1 = b2 + 4ru2 + 2v2:
Without loss of generality, we may assume that u16u2. If u1¡u2, then
0¡4r(u2 − u1) + 2(v2 − v1)= b1 − b2
and we would be forced to conclude, by the proof of Claim 1, that
4r(u2 − u1) + 2(v2 − v1)= 2r:
This is clearly impossible. Hence, u1 = u2 so that
b1 + 2v1 = b2 + 2v2:
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A similar argument shows that v1 = v2. Consequently, Br(u1; v1)=Br(u2; v2).
Claim 3. The set {Ar; s + b: b∈Br} forms a partition of V (Gr; s)\{0} into rs-cliques.
By using the formulation of Gr; s in (2), Ar; s+b is an rs-clique for each b∈Br . So,
we need only verify that these cliques are pairwise disjoint. From (3), it follows that
for each b∈Br , every member of Ar; s + b is even or every member is odd. Thus, it
suOces to show that
(Ar; s + 1)∩ (Ar; s + 2r + 1)= ∅ (7)
and
(Ar; s + 2)∩ (Ar; s + 2r + 2)= ∅: (8)
If neither (7) nor (8) held, then we would be able to obtain, by (5), an equation of
the form
4r(u2 − u1) + 2(v2 − v1)= 2r;
which is impossible. Therefore, both (7) and (8) hold. This proves Claim 3.
From Claims 1–3, it follows that (i) and (ii) in the de4nition of an (; !)-graph
are satis4ed. We conclude that the graph Gr; s is a (4; rs)-graph for every r; s¿2. This
completes the proof of Proposition 1.
Corollary 1. The graph Gr; s is vertex (rs + 1)-critical and contains no critical
edge.
Proof. By Proposition 1, Gr; s is a (4; rs)-graph. Hence, the graph Gr; s is vertex (rs+1)-
critical. We now appeal to the result of Bland, Huang, and Trotter which guarantees
us that the graph Gr; s− v is uniquely rs-colorable for every v∈V (Gr; s). To verify that
Gr; s contains no critical edge, we show that for each vertex v∈V (Gr; s), v is adjacent to
at least two vertices in each color class induced by the unique rs-coloring of Gr; s − v.
Because Gr; s is vertex transitive, we only need to show that vertex 0 is adjacent to at
least two vertices in each of the sets described in Claim 2 of Proposition 1. We recall
that these are the sets
Br(u; v)=Br + 4ru+ 2v;
where 06u6s− 1 and 06v6r − 1. There are only two cases to consider:
Case 1: u = 0.
In this case,
Br(0; v)=Br + 2v= {2v+ 1; 2v+ 2; 2v+ 2r + 1; 2v+ 2r + 2}:
Now, for v=0; 1; : : : ; r − 1, vertex 0 is adjacent to vertex i=2v+ 2r + 2 as
ri−0 = (2v+ 2r + 2)− 0=4r − 2(r − v− 1)∈A−r; s:
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Furthermore, for v=0; 1; : : : ; r − 2, vertex 0 is adjacent to vertex j=2v+ 2 since
rj−0 = (2v+ 2)− 0=2(v+ 1)∈A−r; s:
Finally, if v= r−1, then vertex 0 is adjacent to vertex l=2v+2r+1. This is because
2v+ 2r + 1=4r − 1:
Therefore,
r0−l=(4rs+ 1)− (4r − 1)=4r(s− 1) + 2∈A−r; s:
Thus, when u=0, vertex 0 is adjacent to at least two members of Br(0; v).
Case 2: 16u6s− 1.
For this case, we have
Br(u; v) = Br + 4ru+ 2v
= {4ru+ 2v+ 1; 4ru+ 2v+ 2; 4ru+ 2v+ 2r + 1; 4ru+ 2v+ 2r + 2}:
For v=0; 1; : : : ; r − 1, vertex 0 is adjacent to vertex i=4ru+ 2v+ 1 as
r0−i =(4rs+ 1)− (4ru+ 2v+ 1)=4r(s− u)− 2v∈A−r; s:
Moreover, for v=0; 1; : : : ; r − 2, vertex 0 is adjacent to vertex j=4ru+ 2v+ 2 since
rj−0 = (4ru+ 2v+ 2)− 0=4ru+ 2(v+ 1)∈A−r; s:
Finally, for v= r − 1, vertex 0 is adjacent to vertex l=4ru+ 2v+ 2r + 1. For,
4ru+ 2v+ 2r + 1=4r(u+ 1)− 1
and so
r0−l=(4rs+ 1)− [4r(u+ 1)− 1]= 4r(s− u− 1) + 2∈A−r; s:
Therefore, when 16u6s− 1, vertex 0 is adjacent to at least two members of Br(u; v).
It follows that Gr; s contains no critical edge.
Remark 2. We note that (6) indeed generalizes (1). For every t¿2, we have
Gt =Gt;2:
To see this, view At;2 as an [ordered] increasing sequence:
At;2 =
1⋃
u=0
{4tu; 4tu+ 2; : : : ; 4tu+ 2(t − 1)}
= {a1; a2; : : : ; at ; at+1; at+2; : : : ; a2t};
where
ai =
{
2(i − 1); 16i6t;
2t + 2(i − 1); t + 16i62t:
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Next, de4ne the sets (respecting order) B1t ; B
2
t ; and Ct by
B1t = {a2t − ai: i=1; 2; : : : ; t}= {b11 ; b12; : : : ; b1t };
B2t = {a2t − ai: i= t + 1; t + 2; : : : ; 2t − 1}= {b21 ; b22; : : : ; b2t−1};
Ct = {at+1 − ai: i=2; 3; : : : ; t}= {c1; c2; : : : ; ct−1}:
It is not diOcult to verify that every member of A−t;2 has exactly one of the following
forms:
[4t + 2(t − 1)]− 2i∈B1t for some i=0; 1; : : : ; t − 1;
2j − 2i∈B2t for some i¡j;
4t − 2i∈Ct for some i=1; 2; : : : ; t − 1:
Consequently, we can write
A−t;2 = {z: z ∈B1t ∪B2t ∪Ct}:
Moreover,
Yt = {b2t−1; b2t−2; : : : ; b21}
Zt = {ct−1; r−b11 ; ct−2; r−b12 ; : : : ; c1; r−b1t−1 ; b1t }:
3. Concluding remarks
In this paper, we have shown that Dirac’s conjecture holds for every integer k
such that k − 1 is not prime. As mentioned earlier, Jensen has con4rmed that Dirac’s
conjecture holds, in fact, for all integers k¿5. Note that there do not exist vertex
critical graphs G having no critical edge whenever 
(G)= 2 or 3. We conclude with:
Open Problem. Does Dirac’s conjecture hold for the case k =4?
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